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Virtual Events,
Real Connections

The world is changing. 

Just as quickly as COVID-19 surfaced, event
professionals around the world made the difficult
decision to postpone or cancel their in-person
events. 

But, as many companies peeled over their
carefully crafted event strategies, specialized
content and roster of conference speakers, a
third option became clear: go virtual. 

A recent study found that 7 out of 10 event
planners have moved their face-to-face event
partially or fully to a virtual platform. 

While embarking on this new task may be
daunting to a first-time virtual event host, we
can take comfort in the fact that most of the
fundamentals of event marketing remain
constant. We'll cover the rest in this guide.

Lets adapt together.

https://www.pcma.org/covid-19-impact-events-industry-planners-survey-results/


Cost effective: From venue fees to costly travel expenses,
there are countless ways to rack up your in-person event bill.
With no physical location, virtual events eliminate thousands
of dollars in costs in addition to cutting down on planning
hours.

Easy event set-up: Depending on the scale of your event,
virtual events can be planned in as little as 3 weeks.

Flexible: Need to switch out speakers, content or even the
date and time of your event? Easy. With virtual events, you
can make these changes last minute without incurring huge
fees or lost materials.

Global access: Make the event available to everyone and your
event just became global. Increasing your reach can bring in
more potential consumers, brand awareness and sponsorship
deals.

Measurable results: Report more from your event than just a
gut-feeling of success. Stats that would otherwise be difficult
to collect are made easy in a virtual environment. 

Endless options: What type of event do you want to put on?
Virtual events can take the form of webinars, live streams,
virtual expos and more. There have never been more options
at our fingertips!

Benefits of
Virtual Events
For first timers, hosting a virtual event may be
intimidating. We get it. There are, however, many
tangible benefits to running your event virtual vs. 
in-person.



9 Steps to Successful
Virtual Event Planning

Invest in analytics and CRM integration9

In this guide we will cover the 9 essential steps to
planning your virtual event.  If any questions arise
along your journey, reach out, we're happy to help.

1 Craft your event strategy

2 Set a realistic timeline

3 Choose the right platform

4 Structure the event agenda

6 Set up your virtual event platform

5 Promote your event

7 Prepare for potential technical troubles

8 Create an immersive experience

https://www.validar.com/contact/


What is the purpose of your event? 
What is the primary theme of your event?
What kind of experience do you want to deliver to attendees?
Will the event be free or paid?
Will the event be live, on-demand, or both?
Will people still have access to the event once it’s over?
How will you promote the event?
Will we utilize event sponsors or advertisements?
What are the event’s KPIs? 
What other data do we need to track?

,
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Craft Your Event Strategy
The first step to building an successful event is to look
at your goals and expected outcomes. 

To do this, gather your team and ask the following
questions:

How do virtual event marketers
determine success?

Respondents: 2268 | Source: Markletic Event Research
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3-6 weeks

6+ weeks

+

Experienced marketers know that events can take anywhere
from a few weeks to an entire year to plan. 

With the scale varying drastically between each type of
virtual event, how can you know for sure how much time
you need?

Set a realistic timeline

Large-Scale Events
For large virtual conferences, 65%
of marketers need more than 6
weeks to promote the event and
drive the desired amount of
registrations.

Small-Scale Events
For small events, give the team
3-6 weeks to prepare for an
event. We’d recommend booking
your event way in advance to
allow last-minute tweaks and
ample time to market it to your
audience.

Unsure of your event size? Let's outline
how you can reach a suitable timeline
for your team on the next page.



If you are unsure of your event size, focus on these four
elements and create a work-back schedule based on how
long each step will take your team:

Selecting a event platform: 
Due to limitations of certain event platforms, its important to
take your time while choosing the event platform that is right
for you, the type of content you create may depend on what
technology the platform can support.

Booking your speakers
Depending on the popularity of the speaker, expect they will
require 3-6 months of notice.

Event promotional period
Most teams will need between 3-6 weeks to promote your
event successfully.

Content creation
Map out what promotional and educational content you will
need to create for the event and work backwards from this
timeline, giving yourself breathing room for last minute
additions.

Set a realistic timeline



Choosing the right platform is one of the most important
decisions you will make in the planning process. Below are
the top things you should consider when choosing the right
tool for your event:

Choose the right virtual
event platform

Customization
Integrating your own brand will create a
consistent experience for attendees, but can be
costly. Determine if your event requires a custom
look and feel and find a platform that can
accommodate

Design and ease-of-use
The user experience should be your first and last
consideration every step of the way. Ask each
platform for a demo to understand exactly how
attendees will interact with the platform.

+ More on the next page

Analytics and reporting
Virtual events open up entirely new possibilities for
capturing metrics during and after your event. Make
sure they capture exactly what you need.

Engagement features
After hours of streaming, attendees often need
cues to stay engaged with your content. Look for
platforms that include these features such as live
polling, chat rooms or fun task-based leader
boards.



Below are a few more attributes to look for in your virtual
event platform.

Choose the right virtual
event platform

Accessibility features
Look for features such as text size adjustment,
page narration and color contrast to ensure an
inclusive experience for all. 

Pre-recorded content
Using a mix of live and pre-recorded content can
really take a load off for your day-of event
coordinators and create a back-up plan in the
case of a sudden technical disaster.

Virtual space options
Virtual events are no longer limited to live
streams. Nowadays, virtual spaces are getting
closer to the real thing - exhibit halls, sponsor
spaces, virtual lobbies and networking lounges
are all possible.

Troubleshooting and customer support: 
Issues happen. Especially when multiple
technologies are introduced in a single
environment. Look for a tool that promises and
delivers on-the-spot virtual help in the case that
something goes wrong.



Will my event be multiple days long?
Will my event be live, pre-recorded or a hybrid of both?
Will recordings of the event be available to attendees after the event?

Creating a virtual event agenda does have a few differences
than that of in-person events. 

Before starting this process, decide on the following:

Structure the event
agenda

Include plenty of breaks. Everyone needs transition time, even if it is
only 5 minutes. Try to include 15 minute breaks after longer sessions.

Keep your sessions under an hour. Studies show that 90 minutes is the
maximum amount of time someone can virtually

Schedule your most impactful content at 

If your event includes attendees from 

To maximize attendance, provide your 

Once you've determined the structure of your event, 
take note of the following:

participate without a break.

the beginning of the day, when attendees 
are likely to experience less information 
fatigue. 

across the U.S., schedule a time later in 
the day so both East and West coast can 
attend. If attendees are located across 
the globe, consider making recordings 
available immediately post-session for 
those that could not attend. 

audience with a schedule way before your 
event, and send email reminders a few 
hours before sessions begin. 



Value proposition
Event details (date, time, duration)
Social media sharing options
Clear call-to-action buttons
Sign-up form
Contact details

Fortunately, due to our increasingly digital lives, this portion
of virtual event planning doesn't change very much. If you've
already planned an in-person event, the tactics you use will
be similar.

Brand your event: Your branding is the first thing potential
attendees will see; make it memorable! Communicate the
value, align messaging and tie your branding to a purpose or
set of values. 

Maintain an event landing page: The landing page will make
or break the decision to attend an event. Always include these
6 things at minimum: 

Create an email campaign: 76% of marketers say that email is
the single most effective way to drive registrations (source).
Use this to your advantage!

Leverage your event speakers: As the backbone of your event,
your speakers can become your best ambassadors. Their
(often large) online presence can be used to promote the
event. Ask your speakers to share your content with their
audience, write guest blogs and live tweet your event.  

Create a social media campaign: Make sure your event is
easy to find. Create an event page on Facebook, create
images to supplement social posts, run contests and launch
paid social ads. 

Promote the event

https://www.markletic.com/blog/virtual-event-statistics/


Need to save time? With vSpace, we'll
handle the setup & speaker training for you.
Learn more here. 

Finalize branding assets

Set up your virtual event
platform
Now that you have chosen the perfect platform for you, the
rest is execution. Use this check list to make sure your
platform is ready for the big day.

Finalize polling, chat and Q&A content

Film a welcome video and/or  create a FAQ to help
attendees navigate your platform

Upload and configure sponsor content

Upload content and configure the platform appearance

Validate event schedule

Configure speaker sessions, webinar links and associated
content within the platform

Request speaker support assets (PowerPoint slides,
videos, etc.) for review, ensuring they meet expectations

Provision user-specific access to the platform

Conduct speaker training sessions

Create internal schedule for moderators/hosts/support

Sync your events platform with your CRM

Finalize and upload any pre-recorded content 

Conduct a full rehearsal using your virtual event platform

https://www.validar.com/vspace/


Prepare for potential
technical troubles

Rehearse the event: To find the right flow for your speakers, moderators
and attendees, make sure you can rehearse your event at least once.
Your audience will notice if you don't. 

Simulate the attendee experience: Ask employees to attend your
rehearsal and capture their feedback. 

Have backups for everything: Ensure at least two employees have
backups for all presentations and visuals, as well as access to the
platform to take control in the case of power outages or lost files.

Train your speakers: Hold training sessions that outline potential
technical troubles as well as best practices.

Prepare to moderate live comments: Live comments can leave room for
competing companies to tout their products (no, seriously, we've seen
this before)! Hire a session moderator to filter them as they come in. 

Hire session moderators/co-hosts: Ever sat in on a live stream where
questions went unanswered? A one-sided event is unengaging and may
lead to drop-offs in attendance. Hire a moderator to help keep your
audience engaged and help if any problems arise. 

Make it easy to find and ask for help: Aim to provide either a phone
number or chat box where attendees can reach out during the event.

Prepare an FAQ for guests: Even the most tech-savvy people can run
into confusion while using a new tool. Create an FAQ that outlines
common issues and distribute it to your audience ahead of time. 

The biggest concern while running virtual events has. and may
always be, "what if I have technical troubles?" As the organizer,
you should be aware of potential problems so you can quickly
respond when they occur. Lets outline how you can prepare. 

https://www.markletic.com/blog/virtual-event-statistics/


Encourage engagement
and create an immersive
experience
With endless distractions facing attendees in their homes,
engagement is key. Lets talk about a few ways we can create
an environment that keeps attendees dialed in and ready to
hear more.

Meaningful
content

Chat bots &
live question
boxes

Live
polling

Virtual pubs &
social hours

Gamification

Keep the
conversation
going

Use infographics or
thoughtfully crafted
guides to bring your
speaker's points home.

Incorporating a chatbox
or live question boxes
helps attendees stay
focused on your material.

Networking is one of the 
most important activities at 
any event . Provide a fun and
interactive environment for
attendees - and get creative!

Watch your attendees 
get competitive! 
Scavenger hunts, virtual leaderboards
& contests give your event an added
element of fun.

Involving the audience in 
discussions brings up the 
mood and enhances the feeling of
community.  It can also be used as an
icebreaker while attendees enter the
session.

Engage with your audience in
Facebook groups, Slack channels,
and via Twitter to create a buzz
during your event.



Invest in analytics and
CRM integration
One of the most important aspects of event planning is
ensuring a return on investment. The best way to prove the
value of your event is to invest time into analytics and
pushing the right data to your Customer Relationship
Manager (CRM). 

Registrations
Session attendance 
Session feedback
Micro site visits 
Sponsorship page engagement
(i.e. views, likes, actions)
Mobile app insights
Social media engagement

For the overall event, capture 
the following:

Session attendance 
Attendees that have
requested follow-up
Sponsor leads / visits

For each attendee, push the
following data to your CRM:

Need help making it happen? We've got you. 

https://www.validar.com/vspace/


Let us do the heavy l ift ing,
so you don't have to
Let us manage your virtual event from concept to closeout. Our
team of experts work with all of your favorite virtual event
platforms and Validar data tools ensure you end up with clear
insights & qualified leads.

How it works

Our integrations

crowd cast

Don't see your platform of choice? Get in
touch and we'll add it for you.

1 2 3

We handle 
all  setup

No matter what
platform you've

chosen, we' l l  help
you get setup with

a landing page,
registrat ion,

sponsor areas,  and
more.

Lead scoring, 
CRM sync

Instead of messy
exports or data stuck

in your event tool ,
you' l l  leave with
robust attendee

insights ,  qual i f ied
leads, & a happy

CRM.

Event day
execution

We'l l  be there
during your event

to make sure
everything runs
smoothly.  From

speaker tech
checks to mult i-
streams, we got

you!


